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bland valley state colleges'
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Volume 17 ALLENDOE. MICHIGAN. MARCH 31. 1983 Number 26
Allendoe has had enough
Fiubbers is trampled to death by killer cows
BL’CKY BLNKF.KT 
ldiot-in-ch»ge
Last mght in a small field 
near the heart of Allendoe, 
Bland Valley President Aron 
Fiubbers was killed in what is 
probably the most grisly inci­
dent in the college's history.
Fiubbers was trampled to 
death bv Allendoe's killer cows. 
Fiubber s mutilated body was 
found early this morning by two 
Bland Valley students majoring 
in manuromics. One of the 
students, Marjone Hick, told 
The Lantoon that she was just 
completing her study of the ag 
ing of a cow chip when she no­
ticed something out of the or­
dinary.
“Well, I looked up and saw 
them there cows over yonder," 
said Miss Hicks pulling at a tuft 
of Beech Nut chewing tobacco 
which she noisily inserted in her 
mouth and started chomping on
"They was acting real tunny 
and standing in a big huddle 
kicking and snorting at some­
thing On closer inspection l 
noticed it was our dear Presi­
dent Fiubbers I knew it was 
him because I saw bts familiar 
tie clip with the elephant on it. 
Now. you’d think those dumb 
conservative cows would've 
taken that into consideration be­
fore jumping all over him." ex­
claimed Hick between spits.
Hick and her friend Henry 
Tibbs said they immediately no­
tified the Allendoe sheriff who 
had his posse round up the three­
time convicted cows and scrape 
the remains of Fiubbers up to 
send back to his house in Grand 
Rapids.
The Allendoe Sheriff refused 
to answer The Lantoon's ques­
tions. Foul play was immedia­
tely suspected by the Lantoon.
The Bland Valiev administra 
lion, in consistency with their 
tight lipped approach of what- 
they don’t know won’t 
hurt them, also refused to an 
swer questions.
However, a high ranking 
source in the administration 
with the initials of An Pills, 
stated that Allendoe has had 
enough of Bland Valley poll-
She's
calm
n o w
A docila Elsie 
patiently a- 
waits bar ar­
raignment trial 
next week for 
the murder of 
Fiubbers. El­
sie is a mem 
ber of the no­
torious Allen 
doe Killer 
cows.
lantoon/thbeng drift
cies of allowing students the 
right to drink in their dorms and 
to show porno flicks with pn 
vatc funds In an effort to stop 
the disorderly student conduct.
Allendoe officials last month 
asked Fiubbers to make even 
student on campus become 
Ihitch Kcformed or leave
According to Pills, Fiubbers 
stated that he would do his best 
But apparently, his efforts went 
unnoticed even though the Stu 
pul Senate this past week boast
ed recruiting efforts of 75 per 
cent Dutch Reformed and 25 
percent atheist.
Pills sadly stated that the 
Allendoe township officials told 
the administration thai it would 
send out its killer cows to do 
away with Fiubbers
"It really is depressing,” 
stated an administration under 
ling "We always have to con 
form u> what Allendoe wants 
Wc can’t let our students have 
booze, sex or rock n roll Next 
thing you know, wc won’t be 
allowed to have an adrnim 
stratum .”
| T J C  student found living
in a cave
Last Saturday Campus Secur­
ity found a Thomas Jefferson 
student who has spent the last 
two years living in a cave neai 
the Ravines.
The Lantoon has been given 
the opportunity to interne* 
johnny Cat. who is in a current
state of culture shock. The fol­
lowing is a selection of observa­
tions that Cat has made about 
Bland Valley.
"Hey, wow! I can sec this 
place has gone to the jocks. So 
much for philosophical issues 
and flower power. Man, they 
even made a pool for those 
jock straps.
"1 just got through walking by 
my old TJC! classrooms that 
used to be in the Seidm«n 
House. All I saw were all these 
down-and-out losers sitting in 
this office they call the Finan­
cial Aids Office. Shit, they’re 
all licgging for money- What 
ever happened to the natural 
carefree way of living? All 
these dudes around here arc 
soft.
"Hey, what’s all this stuff 
about reorganization? How 
many times is this place gonna 
be changed? Gee z, they’re 
worse than my old lady when 
she rearranges the furniture in 
the front room- Man. that 
poor Willy Jay dude must be 
turnin’ in his grave 
"You know, the cats here 
look really funky . The get-up 
o r  some of those chicks . . . 
Skirts below the knee, these 
pants called Jordache and
S e tljQ p tg *  i t
W hat next?
Senate wants to start a brothel
HUCKY BUNKEKT 
Id iof-io-charge
This year’s Stupid Senate 
tried to bring students X-rated 
flicks and legalized student 
organization booze parties. Now 
they’re stretching their lack of 
political pull on campus to 
the limit.
Timmy Spoke announced 
yesterday, that the Stupid 
Senate wants an on-campus 
brothel for students. Spoke 
said the idea to start a cathousc 
came from the highly celebrated 
movie. ‘The Best Little Whore­
house m Texas." Spoke says he 
has tentative plans for calling the 
brothel "The Best Little Whore­
house in Allendoe ."
"From the many studies that 
we’ve taken of student behavior 
at parties in and around campus, 
wc see there is a genuine need 
for this type of service for 
students." said Spoke.
Spoke added that while being 
a service to inebriated students, 
the whorehouse will be a profit- 
making venture as well for the 
Senate.
"Our financial analysts have 
indicated to me uiai Wi will
definitely make a profit from 
this, and me and the Senate 
cabinet have decided that well 
uk the profits to pay for the 
porno flicks that the adminis­
tration refuses to pay for 
with public fund* or regener­
ated funds."
Possible locations for the 
brothel arc the un-campus 
latrine Apartments, the Grand 
Valium Kstatc Apartments and 
a few off-campus sue*, such as 
the Ultimate Bam on 48th St.
"That bam might be a little
SV«- Whorehouse pjgc 4
Student Pay toilets are next
In an attempt to pay (he past 
due rent owed on the jerkoff 
Center, the administration and 
the Oddball and Misfit services 
have decided to invite the pri­
vate enterprise sector to take 
over the services currently offer 
cd in the center. In addition to 
having a crook store, a shearing 
loft and a play room that rob 
students blind, the Jerkoff Cen­
ter will by next week have pay 
TV. pay radio, pay record play­
ers, even pay toilets.
Dave Stool, Oddball and 
Misfit Director, said the idea is
his.
"In the real world nothing is 
for free," said Stool. "The odd­
balls and misfits have to learn 
that Besides, it looks great for 
my career if I can get ml of this 
$5 billion debt. Gee/, I can’t 
believe this cheap place is worth 
that."
The Stupid Senate, under the 
direction of Timmv Spoke, is 
protesting the move to bring in 
private enterprise.
" It’s bad enough that wc have 
to pay to take das<rs that we
never even go to." said Spoke.
There are rumors that the jan 
itors are getting in on the scam 
and will lie charging for toilet 
paper. v>ap ami paper towels.
"Wc know these misfits are 
taking rolls upon rolls of toilet 
paper home,” said one janitor.
President Fiubbers stated, 
" It’s all Stool’s idea. I’m sick 
and tired of getting blamed for 
everythin,, that goes on around 
Here. Man. you give some of 
these administration underling* 
an inch and they take a mile."
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Th ro w  Up goes to
'So You Think You  
Got Troubles?'
Bland Villey has a new radical newspaper. Throw Up! That* 
what we did when we saw it. and we think you will, too- Still, we 
think that they should be given a chance- After all. even people 
who can’t spell deserve a paper in which they can print their 
opinions. Since Throw Up! has been so controversial, we sent 
News Editor Can’t See. jr. into Ailendoe to see what people 
think. See if you can figure it out.
Our first interview is with Ima Idiot, a typical Ailendoe resi­
dent
Ima Idiot
Ailendoe
librarian
(Lantoon)> What do you think of Throw Up!?
(Idsot)i I think it’s just absolutely disgusting. I mean. I remember 
when little Billie saw this Real People TV program about this 
man who ate a record number of goldfish, and he tried to do it 
too. It was just the most god-awful thing you ever did see. All 
over the TV se t. . .
(Lantoon)i No, ugh, we mean the radical paper Throw Up! 
(Idiot)i Oh, 1 see. Well, I didn't really understand it. I mean, 
it's not at all like what they give us to read in church. I mean, 
the pictures are a lot different. I mean, like, um, the picture of 
Uncle Sam playing with his. you know, his Thing. It’s so embar­
rassing! I always wanted to know what Uncle Sam was doing with 
himself while we weren’t looking. I've never seen anything like 
it. I mean, my husband and I, you know, we, um, you know, in 
the dark like Reverend Sextant showed me. I don't see what it 
has to do with the Space Shuttle, though. Maybe it's like the 
stork, you know?
(Lantoon): Yes, but what about the other articles?
(ldbt)i Like what?
(Lantoon)i Oh, like “Janitor with a Bun" and “Bland Valley, a 
Legacyof Receipts" and things like that.
(Idk>t)t Oh, well, you know, people like me never read things 
before we form our opinions of them. Just like President Rub­
bers. Why, if I read it first, I might lose my membership in the 
Ailendoe Book-Burning- of-the-M onth Club!
(Lantoon)i But you do have an opinion?
(Idiot)i Oh, yes. We Idiots have opinions about everything. I 
think it's just terrible, some sort of Communist Conspiracy. The 
pictures give it away. Artists are always some sort of Communist 
or Aniichist or other pervert. We must protect our children from 
this sort of Godless, sick trash. Why, the next thing you know, 
tficy’l! h : r  our children listening to rock and roll music!
Th e  Reverend 
Sextant
Ailendoe Rev
(Lantooni) Have you seen the Bland Valley Underground penod- 
ical Throw Up!
(Rev. Scxtenti) Yes, I'm afraid I have.
(Lantooni) What is your opinion of it?
(Sextcnti) I think Throw Up is disgusting. I mean it is terrible. 
May they bum in hellfire and eternal damnation!
(ion  toon ■) Why do you say that?
(Sextcnti) They, in their hedonistic perversions, mock what 
makes America great. You know, Washington, Lincoln. Mom. 
applir pie. the flag, the neutron bomb which keeps the godless 
CommuaissS si bsy.that sort of thing. Here they are. these, these.
See Throwwp peg* 12
Pay toilets are 
ridiculous 
Dear Idiot.
I hear that the college wants 
I us to pay for using the toilets 
I in the Jerkoff Center. Now this 
is going too far. What are they 
j going to do. charge us by the 
I minute or by the load? We’re 
ripped off left and nght at this 
school, and now we’re getting 
I ripped off sitting down!
Don't the decision makers 
here realize that not all of us 
walk around with change in our 
pockets all of the time? All 
that I have to say is they had 
better be prepared for the dis- 
I astrous results of charging for 
use of the toilets.
Signed 
John Crap V
Throw-Up throws 
in its two-cents
Dear Idiot,
Throw-Up will not be denied 
in its efforts to overthrow the 
Bland Valley administration! 
The blood-spattered octopus of 
Scam way's fascism will continue 
to obscenely hoist its tentacles 
high in the stale Ailendoe air 
unless a brave, courageous, 
valiant and generally underrated 
team of Throw-Up writers char­
ges to the college’* rescue!
We know J. J. VanVandaJ^s 
vile plan to turn Bland Valley 
into a mindless Scamway pro- 
fitmongenng enterprise. We 
shall commit mass suicide if he 
dares peddle his mindless 
capitalistic tubbish here at Bland 
Valley! The fight has only be­
gun, my brothers!
Actually, we could have used 
some of the guy’s moolah to 
print our rag, but he turned us 
down flat, and we've been 
upset ever since. Hell, radicals 
need to make a living, too, 
right? Aren’t we entitled to 
the same perks, kickbacks and 
broads VanVandal gets? Oh, 
well!
1 am calling on everyone to 
stage a general strike...“Jones- 
town-style." I u*  urging my 
brothers at Bland Valley to set 
themselves afire, slash their 
wrists, hurl themselves off 
Submerged Library's steep roof, 
jump in front of the Scamway 
tanks that are surely coming to 
crush all your last remaining 
freedoms. Show Scamway they 
are not tolerated on campus by 
killing yourself offl (And, hey,
letters to the idiot
it’s the greatest entertainment 
since the Chnstian-lion 
matchups!)
After all. if everyone's dead, 
how can Scamway dominate 
their lives? I t’s pretty hard to 
boss around a dead person, 
isn't it? Dead people don't clean 
floors, they could care less about 
world affairs and they’re lousy 
conversationalists.
I call on you freshman to 
kill yourselves, since the way 
upperclassmen treat you around 
here, you might as well be hon­
est and live up to their ex­
pectations of yoursdf. Your 
slashed wrists will lead to a 
brand new era of ...of...well. you 
figure that one out!
So. the next time you debate 
what’s more important (your 
life or that brand-new '83 
Maser an you'd hock your grand­
mother for), just re member the 
rallying cry of Bland Valley’s 
radicals. . . Throw Up! Throw 
Up for your rights!
President Flubbers 
speaks candidly
Dear Ms. Bunkcrt,
I'd like to take advantage of 
thit free and open forum to clear 
the air of some foul, malevolent 
rumors concerning my "abuses 
of power," particularly those 
spewed in the foul pages of the 
Bland Valley Throw-Up. I feel 
they gravely harm my reputation 
as President (NOT Field Marshal, 
as THAT rag suggested) of this, 
well, mediocre, I mean, decent 
institution.
I do not own autographed 
copies of Hitler's book, Mein 
Kampf (though I admit to 
reading it and thinking it was 
somewhat ahead of its tune).
1 have no plans for a con­
centration camp for radicals 
here at Bland Valley (but if 
they push my temper, it'll be 
a different story).
1 do not need a new tape 
deck for my Porsche. How­
ever, my Mercedes needs its 
sound system replaced by a 
better one, and the public 
funds I operate should take 
care of the financial burden, 
(A president simply must have 
a stereo!).
I am not planning on de­
claring myself President For 
Life. But it might come in 
handy, especially since I don't 
plan on iny accidental death.
I do not plan to abolish 
Christmas or spring break at 
Bland Valley (instead. Ill 
take longer vacations).
I do not plan to approve 
Mr. VanVandal's plan to rum 
the Fieldhut into a mulumillion 
dollar Aopping mall (that is, 
until the Woodlawn no longer 
satisfies my current high stan­
dards of shopping).
One tumor is true. 1 am too 
busy listening to the new Stink 
Floyd album, "The Final Smut," 
to reply to those inane rags 
called The Lao toon and the 
Throw-Up. This record is too 
good to pay attention to 
someone's harsh inneundocs. 
But, thanks for printing this, 
Ms. Bunkert. You’re not all bad... 
yet.
Reader hates idiot's 
editing 
Dear Idiot,
Yoa always edit my letters to 
make them look stupid and con­
fusing.
Well, I’m mad as hell and I’m 
not gonna take it anymore, sis­
ter! I’ve had enough of your 
guff!
I know you hardly ever have 
enough space for letters (simply 
because I never heard of any­
one being brave enough to hand 
you one). Therefore, of course, 
in your mad attempts to increase 
your circulation at any cost, you 
make them all up. Why can’t 
you publish my 374-page letters, 
all written in cramped, but easily 
understood pig Latin and Jesse 
James College jargon?
And, of course, I need ex­
planatory footnotes for each 
page of my letters. And I natur­
ally require detailed diagrams, 
appendixes and cutaway draw­
ings just to get to the point. So 
why are you stifling my free ex­
pression by not allowing me to 
ramble on for as long as I choose 
to?
Americans not only have the 
right to free speech, they also 
have a God-given, inalienable 
right to ramble and rave useless­
ly about nothing. Even Presi­
dent Flubbers realizes this by 
now! So. come on, Ms. Bunkert, 
give me a break! Even if I ram­
ble and whine in my usual arro­
gant, unbearable manner, con­
sole yourself with this one 
thought:
It could be worse.
MITCH REEK 
Jesse Jam a College
r
Hardworking Senat­
ors redo Latrines in­
to whet they hope 
wW be the Beet l i t ­
tle Whorehouse In
m m  mm. mw The Lanttxjn 3
Scamway names will bombard Bland Valley 
campus as reorganization continues
RALPH HEIBOOBSKI 
Staf f Idiot
Bland Vail tv  State's reorganization 
will mean some drastic changes wiii be 
made on campus, according to J.J. 
Van Vandal, vice-president of the 
Scamway Corporation for Global Dom­
ination
" It’s really like a shell game, if you
insist upon using that analogy,” 
VanVandal said. "Basically, the buildings 
will be left alone, i t ’s just that they 
reflect our wav of thinking better than 
the old buildings did before."
For example, VanVandal said, the 
Campus Center will be renamed the Soap 
SeUer's Paradise. Jesse James College
might even get me to drink with the
Governor if you can afford our sky-high 
cover charge.’’ enthused VanVandal.
VanVandal also revealed that he has 
plans to mm the Bland Valley 
which currently houses all college sports, 
into a muitimillion dollar shopping mall 
hawking Scamway products before foot­
ball games in Flubbers Stadium.
“ Look at how much dough we can
rake in money from the oddballs and mis­
fits, I mean, students who come to sec all 
those lousy games! And if wc make 
them live in the crackcr-boxes. er. dorms, 
for four years, then well have guaranteed 
revenue! I mean, where else can they 
go,'' VanVandal beamed.
unless he was on business or vacation. 
Anyway, the last time. I saw him, he his 
chest looked larger and his voice had 
risen about three octaves,” VanVandal 
shrugged.
An alternative campus newspaper, 
the Bland Valley Throw Up, charges 
the Scamway plan is insidious and 
fraduleni; I hope it continues long 
enough so we can keep uselessly 
bitching about it,” said the Throw- 
Up’s editor, the Great Ann-Gone 
Bonehead
According to the Bonehead, the 
Throw Up's wnters plan to commit 
mass suicide if Scamway 
proceeds with its plans to rename 
all buddings on campus
VanVandal cooly brushed off the 
Bonehead* remark by saving, Blood 
washes off cement easily. I'm not 
worried about what those fools will 
do to our campaign, because well tear gas 
those oddballs and misfits if they 
harm one innocent Scamway 
worker! ”
Connnuing with his remaining 
plans, VanVandal said he has 
"ambitious plans for you guv's at the 
Lantoon If you were called the
DvBoas is thrilled with the idea of hav­
ing the Scamway name smeared on cam­
pus. Here he throws up after reading
Throw Up.
unknown. VanVandal finished his 
interview with the Lantoon by saving 
‘Sorry, but I’ve got to catch mv flight to 
New York we’re holding a national 
seminar on bribing store Santa Clauses to 
sell Scamway products."
President Aron Flubbers was 
unavailable for comment, claiming he was 
too busy listening to Stink Floyd's 
latest album. “The Final Smut.” A
Bland Valley's public television station 
will die. and the "Bitchard PcBoss Club Channel J50. will broadcast a 24 hour
Lake Superior Hat! 
will be home of ti - 
Bitchard DeBosi 
Club. So much for 
W*ly Jay.
will nse from its ashes,” VanVandal 
said. CAS (College of Arts and Sciences) 
will give way to the Scamway Fundraising 
and Kickback Institute.
"Sure, these changes seem quite se­
vere, but, hell, everyone!! have to get 
used to them! What's wrong with admit­
ting Scamway absolutely controls Bland 
Valley," VanVandal said with a smile 
and a shrug.
The Seidman College of Business 
will become the Scamway Perfume 
Production Company Headquarters, 
while Jerkoff College will be renamed 
the Scamway Skin Deep Beauty Salon. 
Submerged Library will be known as the 
Scamway Slush Fund Center. VanVandal 
said the Colder Fine Arts Center will be 
stripped of all possible connections with 
art and become the Scamway V.LP. 
Saloon.
“just think of i C  "those damned 
art students won’t pester us with their 
artistic pretensions anymore, and you
media blitz for Scamway, according to 
VanVandal.
"Our truth in advertising campaign's 
been put on the back burner ever since 
figured out how to put our ‘best foot' 
forward. Who cares when wc make 
money hand over fist?”
The call letters of Bland Valley's 
umpteenth student radio station, 
WSEX, will have to be changed to 
WCASH, “because it reflects our thinking 
better than that other silly station ever 
did,” VanVandal noted.
VanVandal apologized for the absence 
of his immediate superior, Bitchard 
DcBoss, who has been given an extended 
medical leave in Sweden for the 
past two years. Critics charge that he 
is dead, but VanVandal denies these 
allegations.
"I really don’t know where he 
(DcBoss) is, but 1 heard him mumbling 
over being trapped in the wrong body...
I can’t imagine why he’d go to Sweden,
Catder Fine Arts Center will become the Scamway V.I.P. Saloon
Scamway Sentinel I think i t ’d 
be just great. You’ve been such a thorn 
in our side...how about if you hook 
up with good ol' Scamway? At least 
you'd make a profit with us.” VanVandal 
said. At prevsume, further charges were
Board of Decontrol member, who asked 
to remain anonymous, said "If I know 
Aron real well, he just wants to wish that 
Chief Idiot at the Lantoon good luck 
m her upcoming lawsuit against Bland 
Valley for libel.”
alley gets nod to convert to prison
LENNY WHOLEPENNY
Gov. Jamfe Bleach erd 
that Bland Valley State Colleges 
converted to a women's
wifi be
well have to do is smog the 
wfee."
Bkacherd and the inwfration will not 
go away entirely, aa the mane Will atifi be 
retained, it will be called the Bland Vah 
ley Facility
too much from college president
"V v
ilwHfi* m enroOmcut at the
ao do som ethin with the
satisfied with the dednon. saying a facili­
ty was needed in a hoary to  handk Aa
Bkacherd said there has been talk lately 
dm to do with the cottegc. Flora 
it was thought the beat duty to do 
ha so m amt Bland Valley with 
university m  m ss 
one regional university lor Western Michi­
gan. Bat that idea was scrapped aa the 
prison over crowding n o t io n  got <
The state came op with die 
solution after a federal judge threatened 
to block the
"This it  Italy the
to*
faeflky. A l
"We plan to admit the font inmates fa 
1917," said Jones, "that way, it wifi give
» r
to;
mid there ~B stall be 
for a few yearn, bat is < 
the oann* w fl allow dte priaom 
ate at their peraaat fords m  long a  they 
can be semitd the eoBcgr wifi be con­
vened to a prison.
Bland Valley President Aren Ffabbea 
wifi hr named warden when dte facility 
opens. He said no new students wffl be 
saroBcd. fast that 
refied wifi be able to \
Vafiey.
"I thfakk w flb ca i
“ Ti
si! future enrollments. 
Students can either stay and finish school 
bent, or get out now,” be added.
Rubbers arid faculty and naff will be 
let go aa the student population dwfodks. 
He said all employees now working at the 
college wfll lam  fine shot at jobs at the 
prison.
will be BOO guard openings and
we'd like to keep aa many people that are
Jones said the school won't need 
modifying as h is already (datively
"The place is a fortress' already. A few 
tan  on the windows, and a couple 
thousand locks, and well be ready to 
go,” he said.
a prison fa the past We sure would like 
to keep her around in the Dept, of Cor 
rections, die’s a bom disdplinarisn,” 
Jones said.
WGVC StationManagerGeorye Blott has 
already applied for the Director of Soli­
tary Confinement position.
*Tve bad a lot of experience in keeping 
,people quiet, and fed I'm frilly quali­
fied," said Blott.
Blott added that the job won’t be too 
different than running a radio station. He 
said he's been in chatLte of a new radio 
| station far almoar a year now, and hasn't 
been on the air yet. Blott prides himself
alls a "dee quiet
•rid the prison will operate under 
the same rules sbeady established by 
Dean of Students Dr. Lynda "Magic" 
Johnson. Jones commended Dr. J on the 
rules she has established for the dorms.
the rules she made for
station.
Flubbers remains optimistic about the 
hi tune even though the colkpr will be 
gooc.
"We've always been dedicated to die 
community of Alendoc, and I'm sure the 
prison will be as etching a place as the 
college was. We’re here to serve the 
munity, and H a prison is what the 
enmity needs, then, by gum, that's what 
A c
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1993 N e w s  Events
College announces 22nd 
reorganization plan
President Aron Rubbers today made public Bland Valley’s la­
test reorganization scheme. The reorganizaoon will increaae the 
number of persons in Administration to 419. while Vice 
President of Illicit Affairs Kon VanSteeltoe will supervise the 
50 members of the Groundskeepmg and Chemical Warfare 
Division (the "Agent Orange Squad”). Under the plan, the 
number of faculty members will be reduced to 10. "At last, 
we have the chance to get rid of those Communists and liberals, 
who always used big words we couldn't understand , said a 
happy President Rubbers "We’re sorry that the student body 
will only have two Tull time students left, but. you know that in 
times of financial emergency we always make cuts in the areas 
which are least important to us,” Rubbers explained.
W G  V C -F M  will go  on the eir soon
Director of Clone Broadcasting Ceorge Blott told the Lantoon 
recendy that W(,VC-FM will go on the air “as soon as we figure 
out how to turn it on".
Ku Klux Klone declares w a r
The Knuts of the Invisilbe Umpire today announced their 
intention to "purge” Allcndoe Group Spokesman Kon 
VanSteeltoe said. “Its time wc did something about those 
godless Communists. Wc know all about their artistic rituals 
and drugs. Why, they might even be having «ex over there. Who 
knows?” VanSteeltoe said he saw no conflict between his 
role as Klass Klone and his job as the head of Bland Valley s
Brain Police "Big Brother is everywhere,” he explained. “Were
just trying to make Allendoe safe fc: norm*!. Chri*nan, white, 
bonng people like us"
Commander Bozo of the Euwaman People's .Militia told the 
Lantoon that he wasn't worried about the impending attack. 
"Well just stay high and make a movie about it," he said.
U .S. troops will com e hom e soon
President Ray-gun, now in his fourth term, said, today that 
he would order the five US divisions remaining in El Salvador 
to return home, "As soon as we re sure that the death squads 
will be able to finish the job for us.”
Bland Rapids changes its nam e
Bland Rapids City Council today approved a plan to change 
the name of the city to Scamway. "Who cares", explained one 
council member, " I t’s a boring city no matter what you call it.”
In a statement released from their jail cell in Canada, Scam­
way co-foundcrs Rich DeBoss and Jay VanScandal said they 
were happy with the decision. "This will remind us of all the 
money we made with our Pyramid Scam before people caught on 
to us," explained inmate DeBoss "At least we still control Bland 
Valley State,” added VanScandcl. "Let them cal spirulina!"
A n othe r Blott on the dial
Bland Valley Gone Radio chief George Blott today announced 
another change in programming at the Bland Rapids community 
radio station BSHT-FM. "No more Art Radio on this station.'’ 
Blott exclaimed. "From now on. well play nothing but stupid 
music for stupid people, like Toxic Blott and the Syndromes .
Board w a n ts  a tuition hike
Bland Valley’s governing body today announced that the 
new reorganization plan would be accompanied by a tuition in­
crease from $1,000 to $10,000 per credit hour for part-ume 
students. In order to mike it possible for students who are 
unable to make their payment on time to stay in school, the 
Grand VaJl--y Plasma Center will accept "volenury donations” 
of blood from students, just as they do from those who receive 
parking tickets. The accompanying photo show* a happy Vice 
President for Illicit Affairs Ron VanSteeltoe accepting student 
tuition fee* in a trial of the new system.
Coke 
machine 
is busted
Bland Vdley Campus Police 
arrested the Rubber House talk­
ing Coca-Cola machine for dis 
turbing the peace of the dorm 
residents last week
Four cops armed with night­
sticks. blowguns and flame­
throwers surprised the machine 
last Friday at t a m
Andy Beechnut, Rubber 
House Manager summoned po­
lice when the machine refused 
to dispense soft drinks to stu 
Jenrs
"! can’t believe it,” said 
Beechnut "IVe never seen 
anything like it before. All 
the kids want is a damn Coke, 
and what does that machine 
do? It screeches anti-Bland 
Valley slogans at 120 deci­
bels ” ,Campus Insecurity Chief
Allan Wygrmd said the mac­
hine surrendered peacefully 
when threatened with dismant­
ling by a SWAT team.
Whorehouse "
drafty, though,” conceded 
Spoke. He went on to add that 
a possible location for future 
ears may be the Jcrkoff House.
"Hey, quite frankly in a few 
years, I think well be ready to 
move to the level of prestige that 
the Jerkoff House will offer,” 
stated Spoke.
The Senate Cabinet and 
Spoke have decided that the 
brothel will be staffed entirely 
fethri will be staffed entirely by 
volunteers. As for the rental of 
a building. Spoke said, "we 
know lots of people who will be 
willing to let us use their places 
for awhile until we get a 
permanent place.”
Asked if the Senate will 
receive any kind of flak for their 
new venture, Spoke stated, "I
think, er, I mean the 
Senate thinks the
profits, uh, the risks, uh, 1 
mean the benefits outweight 
the nsks.”
“Just think," exclaimed 
Spoke, "here’s another chance 
to get the media out to Bland 
Valley, not to mention the 
further advancement of my 
political career."
Mary Bombway from
Channel 56 in Grand Rapids 
isn't real thrilled with the pros­
pect of covering another Senate 
caper, however.
"Are you kidding?" said 
Bombway who will soon be 
taking a post at a TV station in 
Detroit. "Hey look, I know 
wc have to be sensational, but
-----------from  page 1
that’s going a bit far," yelled 
Bombway, as she ran to 
catch her plane.
The Bland Valley adminis­
tration didn’t have too much to 
say about the Senate plans.
"Well, we’ve been trying 
to get him out for the past 
year,” stated President Aron 
Flubbcrs. ‘We just can’t seem 
to nail him on something 
specific other than his 
1.99999999 grade point average.
Spoke saya he will ride out 
this new venture and make 
sure that it becomes a reality. 
"IVe been here for six yean,’’ 
bragged Spoke. "This year I 
started out as a senior, now I ’m 
a junior. Ihey won’t get rid of 
me so fast.”
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hide in bathroom
The kidnapper? stared in a let 
ter sent to college president 
Aron Flubbers, "No harm will 
cowie to Richy Deftw if Willie 
Jave College is kept xs a part of 
the new reorganization plan and 
if Scam wav gives S1 ,(•00,000 to 
our underground newspaper, 
The Throw Up. But, if our de 
mands are not met by 3 <X) p m., 
this evening. I)tB<k? will l>e 
burned at the stake of a toilet 
seat.”
The Ottawoe f'ountv Sheriff's 
IVpartment arrived at the scene 
and further negotiations took 
place hut no decisions were 
reached.
“ A special S.W.A.T. team was 
summoned to set up special 
plans as to what could he done, ' 
said Schlicwcy, "and the only 
logical tactic was tear gas. "
By 12 noon, a tear gas bomb 
was thrown through the door of 
LSH and the kidnappers came 
out with their hands up and so 
did DcIVm
The kidnappers were arrested
and taken to the Physical Plant 
for questioning Ixtcr one of 
the kidnappers said, "Our only 
motive for our action is that we 
want justice for our people here 
at Bland Valley.”
1-atcr NeH.«s was taken to 
Curterworrh Hospital in (.rand 
Kapuls and treated for minor 
cuts and bruises and he was re 
leased just in time for Taster
iMiuwnfVnow charts
Student coitmi crying.
JANE BOSLEY 
staff gossip
last Friday, at Bland Valley 
State Colleges. Scamwav Presi­
dent, Richy DtBrw was kid­
napped by four Willie Jave 
students and held hostage in the 
downstairs mens restroom in 
Lake Superior Hall.
The kidnapping took place 
about 9 30 a.m. when [>R*rs 
got out of his 1983 red Mercedes 
Benz. He was overtaken, bound, 
and gagted by four students wear­
ing stocking caps over their faces 
and ragged biuejeans and t shirts 
He wxs rushed to an old beat-up 
Ford Sedan and driven to the 
steps of lake Superior Hall, 
where he was forced into the 
mens restroom and held hostage 
According to Campus Police 
Detective Gram Schliewey, 
“ lake Superior Hall wxs staked 
out by 10:15 a.m. The building 
was cleared and negotiations 
lantooo/cOTM camera between us and the kidnappers 
DeBoss '* blindfolded in basement bathroom. began.
Willy Jay students 
kidnapp DeBoss;
Pants lauds self
PRINCESS ROYAL 
Mocking Reporter
The Stupid Senate is finally 
holding its Autumn 19*0 
FallFest.
Said Fantsy Pants FallFest 
Chairperson, “ I wanted to wait 
until every single leaf had fallen 
before I held the festival, but 
those blasted evergreens didn’t 
want to cooperate. I finally 
decided to do something about 
it because Bland Valley’s stu­
dents have been so disappointed 
about the delay. I decided to 
have a group of volunteers hand 
strip every leaf on campus!”
For four weeks. Fantsy Pants 
and her volunteers stripped 
trees. The work was tiring, 
monotonous and blister-causing.
Said Pants, “I wanted to give 
up, but then 1 thought of all the 
students just waiting for my Fall 
Festival; i couldn’t give in. 1 
put salve on my blisters and 
bandaged the hands of my faith­
ful workers. Then, I led them 
into the Ravines. We sang 
‘The Teensy Weensy Spider' to 
keep our spirits up.”
The leaves were finally gone 
and the festival began. Games 
were held each day: Monday 
“ Hibernation and Seek,” 
Tuesday-'*The Sunken Pond 
Marathon.” Wednesday-” Lead 
Imitating- Falling Leaves," 
Thursday-“Eat a leaf contest.” 
Friday ” Fall Baby Contest” and 
Saturday-” Fall Bonfire. ”
Throughout the week Pants and 
volunteers dressed in a leaf- 
stnpped tree costume.
Said Pants, “ I thought of 
all the events myself. I wanted 
everyone to have a good time.
I just know the entire campus 
ioved my ideas. Just everyone 
participated. As for the bare 
tree costume, I’m so proud of 
myself for that idea. The people 
just loved it! Everyone was so 
excited when they saw me 
coming. I did such an authentic 
job, a dog approached me on 
Wednesday. If it hadn’t been 
for one of my volunteers, that 
darling little dog might have 
made a mistake.”
Pants believes the event was 
a success this year despite the 
rigurous process of 
tree-stripping. She is currently 
trying to convice the Stupid 
Senate to make it an annual 
event.
Said Pants, “The Fall 
Festival was such an inspiring 
event. I believe my work 
has brought the entire campus 
closer to an understanding of 
the true meaning of fall. I just 
have to convince the Stupid 
Senate to have my Fall Festival 
again next year. It was such a 
success. I just can’t thank 
all of Bland Valley's students 
down. They are all counting 
on me. But don’t worry. I w il 
convince the Stupid Senate. I 
realize anyone else would have a 
hard u w  doing so, but I can do 
it, 1 will prevail.”
« « *  31. 1993 ____
Fraroarity
Organizes
SUGAR CAKES 
participative writer
(J iry  or f jte r  Reft Ya Sorority 
alone with Klappa Apple Pie
Fraternity have fogcrher inifiar 
ed a proposal stating that aJi 
such organization* mrrgr and 
tecomr Fraroanfiet
Applications are i»eing accept 
ed from all perversion* of the 
human race Thu includes f-aje- 
yots, lesbians, transvestites, and 
rhc like, in order to fulfil! the 
fraroarity proposed motto 
T^t ’s conprc. jte. nor segreeatr 
and yet it on' ”
li i irr\ mg out the fasks of the
nr-.v motto, I raroarifv members 
«.!! 'dm.jfr ind <r. miz- 
orgies. cruises and frequent 
fre ik ours m rhe newly renown 
ed Jerk Off Sru lent t rm- r md 
P'rkiri. I ( ts
’Wow. it would lie great to 
wear mv nevs vogue nvlons. 
blonde haired wig and high 
herlrd sneakers in public instead 
of in rhe comfort of mv own
home,” said perspective Fraron-
ty administrator. fjuu k Hand 
Dan.
"I could really go for airing my 
differences, fry streaking, in a 
closed meeting with the Board 
of Deflectors.” stated Gypsy 
Joyride President of Delta Dig 
You Later Sorority.
Anticipated fraroarity com 
munity services and fundraisers 
will include extended invitations 
for collision street pimps and 
hookers to visit the campus and 
conduct business as usual Also 
included will be skinnv dipping 
it' the sunken pond, and or join 
n. irh die regular Jerk Off 
t enter festivities Spanish Fly 
wd! S' provided
f bis is not .1 fad f ollege* m 
and about Michigan have cooper 
Med with and arc having excel 
lent relations wirh rheir newly 
acquired I raroaritirs
"We just don’t want be labeled 
as rhc last ones to hump on the 
bandwagon, stated Stigma Dry 
I psilon President. G. String
TheLantoon 6
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Prospective Fraroarity member* congregate to discuss charter, fundraising activities and leaders.
Obituaries
We are sad to announce 
the passing away of Officer 
Kelley Tough
Monday, March 29, while 
attempting to stop a squirrel 
from jaywalking, his bazooka 
backfired According to witness, 
the body flew apart in a boom 
The squirrel escaped unharmed.
The deceased is survived by 
nuone.
Due to an inability to locate 
the body pans, a funeral will 
not be held However, Officer 
Tough’s bazooka will be bronzed 
and hung in the Ailcndull 
Security Office as a memorial.
Uncle Bradley
We are sad to announce the 
passing away of Uncle Bradley, 
an ossasional contributor to the 
Lanthorn’s music column, the 
deceased was hit and killed by a 
plateful of stale jelly doughnuts 
when a food cart manned by a 
Valiev View Nursing Home per- 
sonel Nurse Clutz failed to 
come tc a complete stop before 
turning a corner. Nurse Clutz 
was cited for failure to main­
tain an assured cleared distance 
and failure to control a moving 
vehicle
Uncle Bradley is survived 
by his nephew Brad I hit and 
his finance Ciertnide.
The accident occured last 
week after the Ozzie Osborne 
concert.
Uncle Bradley returned to 
Valley View Nursing Home and 
was walking to (icrtnide't room 
when he was hit. Nurse Clutz 
and witnesses said she yelled to 
Uncle BraJey to “watch out” 
however he did not hear her.
According to Dr. Ear Spec­
ialist. the volume of the concert
damaged Uncle Bradley’s ears. 
“The amplification of the diua-
phone at the said concert caused 
intense vibrarionous warolios. 
The intense warolios bombarded 
the visisculous membrane caus­
ing the miniscule portion of the 
bonephora to fabnfold and ter­
minate its exisunce with disin- 
tigration.”
Uncle Bradley was killed in- 
standy.
The funeral services will be 
held in the Floozy Footstrong 
Theatre on Thursday. Uncle 
Bradley will be given a bunal 
at sea immediately afterwards 
in Submerged Pond.
D U M M K O P FS
A R T  SUPPLIES 
FOR IN TE L L E C TU A L S
414 LA  Lake Erie Drive
Entertainment
DEE LIGHTED 
Participative Reporter
Bland Valley students have 
been complaining about a lack 
of interesting activities for years. 
Finally, a student organization 
has risen to the challenge and 
pmvided a place for students to 
meet, inugrate, and entertain
The Bland Valley Show-a- Ta­
il organization has requisitioned 
the Games Room and Physical 
Plant for evening activities
Tailor Showit, Show-a-Tall's 
president, said"Wedecided it was 
iifiic Bland Valley’ students had 
a place to air their emotions and 
let it all hang out. The Games 
Room and Physical Plant have 
allowed us to use their space 
as long as we provide the acces­
sories.
Among the accessories 
provided, according to Show-a- 
Tail’s materials organizer Bee 
Hind, arc satin sheets and pill­
ows. fine wines, protective dev­
ices, and partners.
In order to provide the acc­
essories a bedroom sale will be 
held Saturday April 2. Among 
the articles for sale are a large 
selection of edible undergar­
ments in various flavors.
Said Bee Hind, "We hope 
everyone will come to the sale. 
From 1-2 p.m. various members 
from the proposed fraroantics 
will model some of the items 
for sale. Samples will also be 
available.
The Games Room and Phy­
sical Plant will open for par­
ticipation Thursday, March 31, 
with a kickoff workshop "Love 
and how to make it.”
STALINDALE
PIZZA
THE BEST IN 
IMPORTED PIZZA-
DIRECT FROM 
MOSCOW
PICK THEM UP 
AT A STORE NEAR YOU! J I t
NATASHA MAKES EM’ 
YOU BAKE EM’
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American Civil Liberties Union sues 
Grand Valley over ''Inserts''
LARKY SEE, JR.
New* Editor
The American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) has filed suit 
against Grand Valley State 
College* over the X-rated movie, 
"Inserts.•’
A late rrport on WOOD-FM 
radio led the Lanthorn to 
pursue the story further and it 
was confirmed by a spokesman 
from the Associated Press in 
Grand Rapids. He stated that 
the story had gone over the
AP wire earlier Tuesday after­
noon.
The suit was filed Monday by 
jthe Grand Valley State Student 
(Senate, according to the AP 
spokesman. Ann Nowak, chair­
person of the ACLU West Mich­
igan Chapter, said that the 
lawyers handling the case were 
herself, Gary Gershon and Kent 
Mudie. All three were present 
at the filing. Handling the case 
for the college is Dennis 
Kolenda, according to Student 
Senate President Tim Swope.
Four students were named 
in the case, stated both the AP 
spokesman and Nowak They 
are Timothy J. Swope. Student 
Senate President, Michael 
Hartman, Student Senate Vice- 
President, Diane F.skin, a 
member of the Student Senate 
and Michelle (ientile, a Grand 
Valley student.
The suit was filed against 
college President Arend I). 
Lubbers, both individually and 
in his capacity as President, 
Dr. Ijnda C- Johnson, Dean of
Students, both individually and 
in her capacity as Dean, 
the Board of Control of C.rand 
Valley State Colleges, and the 
college as a whole. Nowak 
could not confirm that the suit 
was filed naming the college as 
a whole, but the AP spokesman 
reported that it was
A hearing is set for Monday, 
April 4. in the case. It will be 
held in the courtroom of Judge 
Douglas Hillman. The court 
room is located in the Federal 
Court Building in downtown
Grand Rapids. According to 
Nowak, it is the United States 
District Court for the Western 
District of Michigan, where the 
suit is being tried at
A time for the hearing was 
set for 1 30 p m. and it is open 
to the public.
Nowak predicted that the 
"students will prevail in this 
case, since it was their money 
in the first place."
Swope had ail comments 
referred to the ACLU, "since 
that is what they told us to do."
'Stray Cats get a n 'A ''
/ / Very good" feelings greet first on-campus 
rock-and-roll concert
lanthorn/randy ausUn-Mrdon* 
A Stray Cats Band m em ber " s tru ts"  hit stuff
LARRY SEE. JR
New Editor
It depends on who you ulk 
to, but overall the general 
opinion of the recent Stray 
Cats concert on-campus was 
rated as "very good."
Bob Stoll, student activities 
director said "there weren't 
any problems. Things went 
real well.” He mentioned that 
the concert patrons stood up on 
their chairs once, "but when 
people in the front row stand 
up, everybody stands up also," 
he said.
A spokesperson from the 
Allendale Fire Department said 
that the college had some 
problems "keeping people out 
of the aisles" but Stoll feels 
that the problems will be settled 
the next time the college holds 
a concert of this type in the 
ficldhouic. "Wc have a different
strategy next time," he said, 
referring to the setting up of 
chairs on the floor.
Concluding. Stoll said overall 
the concert’s patrons and the 
fire department did a "pretty 
good job."
Concert promoter Alan 
Kashara of the (.rand Kaptds- 
bast-d Blue Suede Shows had this 
to say of the concert as a whole 
"It was a great show," stated 
Bashara. 'The ushers were 
excellent and worked extrernclv 
well."
"1 told the college that they 
should not have chairs on the • 
floor, that they should have had 
an open floor," stated Bashara. 
"It was my understanding that a 
lot of the chairs got damaged 
there during the concert," 
Bashara continued.
He asked the question to this 
reporter as to why "were the 
chair* there in first place? It
was an unncccessary item. " 
Other negative comments 
which the promoter mentioned 
were the lack of bathrooms 
backstage for the performers. 
"It literally is a pain in the a -,"  
said Bashara. 'Performers need 
a place to go to the bathroom 
too." On a related aspect. 
Bashara stated that the rent was 
too high. "I’ll never stop 
negotiating the rent for that 
place" he vowed "The college 
needs to provide dressing 
facilities, scaffolding and drapes 
for the rent that they charge and 
they don’t .”
"Overall, however, it was a 
good night," Bashara said.
When asked about Figures for 
the cost of renting the field- 
house and the gross profit from 
the concert, Bashara at first 
declined, but later released 
them.
He sated  that it coat him
some $4,200 to rent the field- 
house from Grand Valley, that two 
percent of the profits went to 
the Student Senate for their 
Special Olympics campaign
funds, and that ten percent of 
the profia went to the college 
for the coat of putting on the
See, Stray Gats, psgf &
Financial aid law may hurt potential draft resisters
RALPH HE1BUTZKI 
Staff Writer
Challenges to a proposed law 
requiring students eligible for 
financial aid to confirm their 
draft registration may delay fin­
ancial aid for the fall 1983 term.
The law, scheduled to take 
effect on July 1, remains in legal 
limbo after a federal judge in 
Minnesota issued a temporary’ 
injunction against it. The 
Supreme Court will now decide 
if the proposed law is unconst­
itutional.
Under this propoaed law, 
students applying for financial 
aid would have to sign a form 
confirming that they had regis­
tered for the draft (if they were 
born after December 31, 1959). 
If they did not have to register, 
then applicants would have to 
write down the reason why. 
Student applicana would then 
have to provide proof of their 
registration, or a copy of the 
Selective Service letter acknow­
ledging that they have registered.
Critics of the law say it forces 
universities to be agents of the 
government, and that the law is
self-incrimination. The
Minnesota Public Interest Re- 
| search Group (F1RG1M) which 
filed the suit challenging die law, 
argues it discriminates against 
low-income men needing finan- 
1 rial aid, and that it punishes 
students before being found 
guilty of violating the draft- 
registration law.
The law's proponents say the 
federal government should not 
award financial aid to those 
who violated federal law, nor 
should it nccessamly condone 
those who violated that law.
Congress is currendy
considering several amendments 
that would make the law's ad­
ministration easier, and avoid 
undue delays in dispensing 
financial aid to eligible 
applicants.
According to a Chronicle of 
High?? Educiticr 
published March second, Rep­
resentative Paul Simon, a Cal­
ifornia Democrat, is introducing 
legislation to the House Sub­
committee on Pos secondary 
Education that would post­
pone enforcement of the law 
for six months.
While the Supreme Court
decides the law's fate, other 
groups are planning challenges 
to try and repeal it. The United 
States Student Assoc labor, is 
planning a lobbying campaign in 
Congress, and the American 
Council on Educabon is est­
ablishing a committee to deter­
mine if the law merits its sup­
port.
Kenneth Fridsma, director 
of financial aid at Grand Valley, 
said he has not discussed the law 
with many studena yet.
Sec, Financial Aid, page6
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Stray Cata shfm
Grand Valley students, 
fa< ulrv and tu ff should be 
watching for more concerts to 
be held in the field house. 
Kashata indn ated that he has 
hopes to bnny The tubes" 
to campus in June, although 
plant 4fr not definite for tint 
sh'/w as of yet
fieldhoutr budding rnanayer 
Mike Stodola aJvi had toin« 
comments about the Strav Can 
concert Stodola wouId not 
venture a guess as to how much 
the i ollepe and the Stu<lent 
Senate made on the show, 
saying that the cxj>cnscs had 
not been totally figured out 
yet. ami that the college had yet 
to v ttle  up with blue Suede 
Shows
Stodola felt that the show 
“went extremely well for our 
first rock show.” lie stated 
that they had very few instances
Financial Aids
"We have discussed it (the 
law) individually, with students 
I think there’s a certain amount 
of concern We haven’t felt that 
there's any large amount of 
protest I ill the courts decide, 
you're faced with having to 
implement the law ’’
Iridsnu, however, said 
he docs not personally agree 
with the law on the grounds 
that its functions arc unrelated 
to the duties of a college.
"It (the law) docs create 
in additional administrative ’
where people where asked to 
leave the show, few medical 
problems and behavioral 
problems ”
Comparing the concert to 
concerts held previously in 
Grand Valley's “dome’’ field- 
house. Stodola said that there 
were some real "serious pro 
hlems ’’ "We plan to avoid as 
many of these problems as 
possible,"stated Stodola.
“ft was a very, very satis 
faa tory show,-’ concluded 
Stodola
Stodola said that there is not 
one building in the country that 
will meet the needs for all the 
concerts and shows just perfect 
ly, and 'hat Grand Valley's 
fieldhouse is no exception
He stated that when the field 
house was initially built, upon 
the urgings of some adrninistr 
tors at the college and some 
legislators in the state congress,
that its main intention was not 
to Ire a concert ball, but a 
physical education and re­
creation facility.
Again, Stodola emphasized 
that the concert went really 
well, and that he was discour­
aged at the “very small minority 
that have to nitpick at it "
Allen Wygant, director of 
campus safety and security 
reported, also on a positive note 
that there were no reports 
of vandalism or thefts from 
any of the can while parked 
on cam (ms. or from any of the 
patrons attending the event
“Traffic moved in and out 
very well,’’ stated Wygant 
When asked about the possibility 
of Grand Valley publishing a 
map showing alternative routes 
to campus, Wygant said that it 
"depends on the event or con­
cert ‘ on whether an alternative 
route is needed Bashara had 
said that traffic was lined up
f r o m  p a g e  5
followup on whether students 
have registered “because of the 
uncertain status of the law 
itself.’’
Should the law take effect. 
I ridsma Said the college has 
put together a form intended for 
students who lost their letters 
confirming their registration. 
I ridsma added writing the 
Selective Service will do 
the same thing, but jiddcd the 
form will “make it easier” 
for students to receive proof
of their registration.
“Wc do feel the requirement 
went beyond what the law 
rccpjired us to do,’’ Indsrna 
said, adding, “our policy 
would he one of complying with 
the law.”
If wc don’t get certification 
now, and the law doesn’t go 
into effect, then we’ll have to 
get certification from students 
so as not to delay disbursement 
of aid to those who are 
eligible,” l-ndsma concluded
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burden. It also pits us in the 
position of policing Selective 
Service laws, which should not 
be the domain of higher edu­
cation,” I ridsma said
I ridsma feel* that the law s 
implementation will probably be 
delaved by Congress until the 
Supreme Court has enough tunc 
to decide on the law’s 
constitutionality. I rnlsma said 
the college is not doing any 
■■
W H Y  S T U D Y  INSURANCE?
The Western Michigan Chapter of The Society of Chartered Property 
& Casulty Underwriters (CPCU'S) want to let you know why:
Life Needs
You will be a consumer of insurance for the rest of your life. 
Shouldn't vou know somethinq about it?
| Career Opportunities
What careers are available in the insurance industry? T ry  these. 
Actuary; Broker; Claims Adjuster; Home Office Management; Risk 
Manager; Sales Representative; Underwriter. In addition, insurance 
companies hire other professionals such as accountants, attorneys, 
computer specialists, and personnel specialists.
W H ER E D O  I BEGIN?
Due to the college wide reorganization. Insurance has become 
a part of the Finance Department in Seidman College of Business. 
The introductory course in insurance has a new name and number. 
Beginning in the Summer Term  it will be:
FIN A N C E  231: RISK & IN SUR AN CE  
There ii to prerequisite for this course.
This public service message was sponsored by The Western Michigan 
Chapter.
on Lake Michigan Dnve waiting 
to get into campus, and that 
created some concert-goers 
to be late arriving He suggested 
that a map would be useful the 
next time around.
“Our parking problems ended 
at ff 30” stated Wygant.” We
had no more parking concerns 
at that time.”
Wygant mentioned that the 
campus police also had two 
security patrols in each of the 
lots where cars were parked, 
insunng that no damage would 
occur to them or to the 
materials inside
20%
discount on 
diamond engagement 
Rings
with GVSC ID
RANDY 
IDISSELKOEN, Lid.
3990 28th Street. S.E. 
Grand Rapid*. MirMfW 49999 
•42 2990
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES 
Saturday, btoy 7, 1983 
GV.SlC Fieldhouse 
11:00 am
PURCHASE APRIL429
CAPS & GOWNS 
$11.50
(Souvenir Qiditv)
Announcements 
w/degree cards 
.60 each
M
Open Home 
Invitations 
.05 each
Come Share The Celebration at 
Allendale W esleyan Church
We have e fellowship that 
«  especially for coilaga and 
career young people that 
»• WOiild like you ki be 
a pan of:
9 45 A.M.
10 45 A.M. 
6:00 P.M. 
7:15 P.M.
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
College & Careers 
Fellowship and Study
Pastor. Dwight Peterson.,.895-4833 
Assoc. Pastor Dirk Case...895-65l 5
“SOW YOUR SEED IN GOOD SOIL99
tni seeitrv or cnavtiaio ssostatv  
a casuan - uKoaowaiTiat 6 6 7 0  Scott A llen d a le , M l.
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Grand Valley hosts
Stray Cats and Bus Boys
CRISTI HARMAN 
stiff writer
If you wandered into Grand 
Valley’s fieidhousc last Wednes­
day evening and thought you 
were seeing things, or thought 
vou had landed on the wrong 
planet, there is no need to 
worry Your eyes are fine and 
yes, vou are still on the planet 
Karth. What you happened 
upon was the Stray (J ts  concert
Those who attended the Stray 
Cats concert in Grand Valley 
State’s fieldhouse were witness 
to the beginning of a new era in 
rock. !n the past few years, the 
Stray Cats and groups like them 
have skyrocketed in popularity 
in the United States. Their 
sound is reminiscent of the inno­
cent rock n’ roll of the 1950's. 
Young people are listening to 
the sounds their parents danced 
to nearly thirty years ago and 
loving it!
Along with the flower children 
of the 60's and the preppies of 
the 70’s and 80’s, a new breed of 
people has emerged! Those wor­
shippers of sound are quite 
easily recognizable. They will 
often go to great lengths to 
make themselves distinguishable 
from others. Their hair is often 
dyed in colorful shades, their 
feet are covered hv tennis shoes 
of various designs and their ears 
adorned with razor blade cs 
tings. I hey also wear peg legged 
pants, among other things With 
suitable attire, hair color and 
cut. these people "bop” to the 
music. Seemingly without a care 
in the world, they Uiunce about 
in a rhythmic fashion.
The three man band, whose 
most popular runes are "Rock 
this Town” and "Stray Cat 
Strut,” was accompanied to 
Grand Valley by the Bus Boys. 
The Bus Boys, since making 
their movie debut in "48 Hours" 
have l>een “warming up” Stray 
Cats audiences with their unique 
sound. The fun-loving group 
sang and danced their way into 
the hearts of their Grand Valley 
audience. Many people com­
mented that the Bus Boys were
even more entertaining than 
their popular counterparts, the 
Srrav Cars
l-ooking across the crowd, it 
was easy to see the people who 
really enjoy the music and the 
others who went just for the ex
perience of seeing the Srrav 
Cats The rrue "punkcr" could 
be seen dancing in rhe aisle or in 
his seat, while others simply sat 
quietly and viewed the concert
Security was tight and was cn 
forced not onlv by campus ptr 
licc but also hv many (.rand Val 
ley students. Such a large crowd 
is often uncontrollable. this 
particular crowd, however, was 
basically well behaved.
(•rand Valley was very recept­
ive to the Stray Cats
An unidentified concert goer 
was overheard making the fol­
lowing statement, which seems 
to best summan/e the general 
concensus. "If you're a real 
punkcr, you’ll love the Cats, if 
you’re a rocker, you’ll like ’em; 
and if you’re not quite sure, you 
put up with ’em.”
lanfhom /rendv •u rtm  cardona
Many students and community persons attended the Stray Cats/ 
Bus Boys concert during the second concert in the new fieldhouse.
lanthorn/randy austin-cardona
Bui Boy. pro.id. warmup ent.rt.m m .nt tor Str.y Cat. whrl. «  Grand V.II.V
•*»* iit rtn%
(r.V .S.C. Student < >nter 
Allendale. Michigan 
895-51 10
$ 2.00 o f f  style 
o f f  /term
t h m i l l ' l l  W m  M .  l lf H. \
MV SMAU- APAWMBltf OlO 
AAAKE ME fetL BIS
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at campus view
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Laker bats ignite in Nashville
Kevin Cnffhih 
Sports Writer
Nashville Tennessee may he 
the home of country music, but 
fhe» laker baseball ream was 
singing the blues as rhev could 
only manage a 2 4 1 record 
during rhe spring tournament-
Freezing remperarurrs and 
snow caused the cancellation 
fo rhe firsr scheduled game 
but in the firsr complcrc game, 
opponenr Tjrvrcca College pur 
the ice on rhe leakers, winning 
12-11
The Inkers found themselves 
down by a seemingly insurmo­
untable score of 12-1 in rhe 
third inning bur Kick Smith 
knocked in three RBI’s in an 
eight-run sixth inning. The 
scoring binge continued in the 
seventh and last inning, but it 
proved to be abortive, as the 
Inkers belted in three mere runs 
to lose by one.
Tennessee State was the 
lakers next opponent in the 
seven stint senes and came 
back from a four run deficit 
fo win 9-7. The Lakers were 
on top 7-3 going into the fifth 
inning in which the Division 
IA school scored five times 
to take the lead, TSU tapped 
in another run in rhe sixth 
to seal rhe victory.
Mike Cupples emerged as the 
star for the Inkers in the game 
as he belted a double and three 
KBI’s Mike Hrunell also had 
2 hits including a solo home run. 
Circg Wallers was the starting 
hurlcr for the Inkers, but 
relief man Greg Porterfield was
tagged with the loss
In the second game against 
TSU Jeff Agar pitched a two 
hitter to hold Tennessee to just 
one run in a game which ended 
in a 1-1 deadlock. Tennessee 
State's only run came when 
Agar gave up a hit and then 
walked three men in a row.
“Walks really plagued us 
in the game”, said Coach Dave 
Clark. “ But apart from them 
Jeff threw really well and it 
was a good all around team 
effort.”
Kick Smith ripped two hits 
and chalked up the only score 
of the game with a third inning 
RBI.
The Inkers got their first 
win of the series in styie as 
they bombarded Aquinas Jr. 
College 13-0. Hurler Mike Bow­
man threw 6 strike outs and 
lasred five innings to earn ere 
dits for the victory. Chris Cox 
batted 100O, going 4-4 in the
game as he hit a double, triple, 
and two RBI’s.
Rick Smith and Chris Stano- 
which also hit well, knocking in 
two runs each
Aquinas J.C  managed to 
keep the score reasonable in the 
second game but were still 
edged 4- 2.
Another fine pitching per­
formance was put in, this time 
by Bob Bennent. Bennent went 
five innings, allowing only four 
hits and recording four strike 
outs.
The Inkers dropped their 
next two outings against David 
Lipscomb College, 7-3 ami 1 1-0
In their first meeting rhe
4 FINE STORES TO BETTER 
HELP YOU!
Lakers trailed by a run going 
into the sixrh inning, but a 
three-run seventh inning by 
David Lipscomb erased any 
hopes for a Laker comeback.
There was one bright spot 
for rhe Lakers however, as 
Jeff Reed was two for two 
at the plate, blasting in rwo 
RBf’s.
The second game was a 
complete diaster for the 
laker pitching squad as David 
Lipscomb scored 1 1 runs on 
just five hits ro blank rhe Inkers 
11-0. The lakers were cold at 
the plate also as no one even 
managed a base hit.
Looking back on the senes, 
Clark remarked that he believes 
the biggest weakness of the tean 
is pitching, "our pitchers have 
great arms and can throw with 
the best of them, but we just 
can seem to throw strikes,” he 
said. "Our pitchers walked a 
tremendous amount of batters 
and were constantly behind in 
rhe count.”
offense, though, is ano­
ther story. Two Lakers batted a 
. 500 or better during the series, 
Rick Smith, considered to be 
the best hitter on the team by 
Clarke, amased 10 hits and seven
RBI’s and ended up with a 
.500 average. A pair of fresh­
man also did quite well, Rob 
Brunnel hit a double and home- 
run in the series and batted an
“ >;» aoo rviw  P v in  «ns also
nm 41 IIIC f>14%C irnth a .375 
average.
This will be Clark's fim  
year as head coach of the 
squad and he is optomistic 
thar ir will be a successful one. 
“ I still really think pitching 
is our strong point and will 
come around. If we play as well
defensively as we did offensively 
down south and pur it all toget­
her, 1 don’t see too many 
teams that are going to beat us.”
Laker baseball fans can see
the squad in action in their 
first home game of the season 
against the University of Detroit 
weather permitting this Saturday 
at 1 0 0  p.m.
GET LOOSE AT THE MOOSE
BULLWIIMKLES
BASIC 
ENGLISH
t,*,r •*»*««« ,  
f , co t t i  *o mu<>i ,,
Ood eoxtw*. a ,a
*0u "’ll ',nd '* <*0 othfr
TxfWogi^
Kfwowwt®
luowi«**'>
aj*  BU*. 4
Budweiser.
K IN G  O F  B E E R S ,
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Greg Pruitt
GREG PRUITT 
set a new I.M. re­
cord in the high 
jump, leaping 6 
feet 6 indies in 
the Laker
Greg broke the 
old m k  of 9 
feet t  inches act 
back in 197t.
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hot spots... places to trot..
Mar 31 W«rlr#s op Low and win. Games Apr 12 Tefi Might Goeeip Room Precede" art by
9 p m. 6 am and How to Meke Room. 8 p nrS. Contest Teli Apr 18 Workshop Body * 2 Prof Raff R
it. Gamer Room Apr 7 Movie ' Scamway Apr 13 Dance do if the 8 pm . 5 pm. Physical Planr. Reneunt
Mar. 31 £ 0 anee sponsored 2 p m. Cleaning your 10 p.m. " Reorganisation " Apr 19
et e 11WltlviC noTm) Apr 25 Workshop
10 p m I»v Freroerity. way to pennies ' free for anyone 8 p.m. XXX. Celt for 6 pm . 5 am "Ravine Oamp
Apr. 1 Withdrawal- Knew I Floory Footstrong with former college title. Stupid mg" meet m
5 p m. was Licked. Theatre t shirt. Senate Games Room
Apr. 1 Workshop Effective Apr. 8 Seminar • ' finding Apr 14 Workshop "How Apr. 20 Concert Apr 2S Movie "Su/ie
9 p.m.-6 Am. Communication 2-5 pm. caging and earing 11 *m. 4 p.m. to interest a dead S -11 p m Term paper Blues" 9 p.m Does Blend
without words. for pat Earth fish m your pat by the English Stu Valiev '
Physical Plant. worms. worm," Sunken w i dents Floory Foot
Apr. 4 Movie "The Life J # - Pond. strong Theatre Apr 77 Workshop
10 a.m. and T .met of Apr 11 Super Series "Bar Apr 14 Trip to mars and Apr 21 Super Series "The 10 i.m 4 p m "Finding, cut
i j \ .  Fmo/y ' g o ,  5 p m . fing; wnew anrf S p.m. 5 a.m. beck Bring own 5 p.m. Four Food ting and ar
step* Theatre. nrmproper forms " transportation Groups ’ by Ham ranging weed "
Apr. 5 Seminar How to Floo/y Footstrong Games Room fj F ggs F i w , . Bland Vafley
1 p.m. Assure your col­ Theatre. Apr 15 Seminar "Show Footsfronq Theatre lawn'
lege Program wilt Apr 23 Fart Gallery "Be 6 p.m. 5 Am. and Tail " Games Apr 21 73 Private ! assorts Apr 28 Seminar "1001
not be cut. 10e.rn.-5p m. hind the person "
Apr 16 ^
Room 5-11 pm. Various Forms 2 pm. excuses for now#
Apr 6 Demonstration art by Prof SmeM Contest Eating Apr 25-May 13 Fart Gallery tog a class "  by
9 p.m 6 a.m Wrestling to pm mg. 5 p m. Contest Games 10 a  m 5 p. m "Defumegafton m 1 Royal
Companion
Corner
T J C from page 1
Ladies
Ladies l a m i  gorgeous, intelligent, gentleman seeking a relation­
ship . short-term, with trustworthy young woman possessing 
similar qualities. I have one main interest - for further details, 
contact 1, C/O The Lantoon.
Ladies - 1 am too king for a sleezy scumbag who enjoys the finer 
games of life. Ability to tolerate pain, long marathons and Mgfr- 
protefrf food flu ffed  Send gaming example and rules niff: 
reply. If I can't choose you, I will try your game Yon win 
either way. Contact 8402, C/0  The Lantoon.
; ^  *  r;j~ : - v--.* ■. ? %
Ladies - Looking for a young (age 11-14) desirable piece of 
meat for older, distinguished gentleman (age 89.) Enjoy rocking, 
eating, and having legs massaged. Will relocate. Contact 340) 
C/O The Lantoon.
Ladies - Seeking an experienced older woman who can cook, 
clean, wash clothes, iron cloches, dam socks, shine shoes and 
wash windows. My hobbies include watching football, playing 
poker and going out with the guy*. I would be an excellent 
companion. Contact 304, C/O The Lantoon.
Gentlemen
CcntkmsR - ! am seeking an intelligent, tall, white and hand­
some bunk foe evening companionship. Please send photo and 
roars with reply. I am a 5*1’’ brunette, 178 lbs. and enjoy mud 
wrestling and Shakespeare. Contact !4oa  C/O The 
Untoon.
Gentleman • I am a middle-aged woman looking for companion­
ship from a variety of gentlemen. I live alone and become very 
frightened at night One night of your time per week would 
satisfy me. Send photo and reply to 69, C/O The Lantoon.
Gentleman - Looking for a financially stable gentleman in 
Allen dull area. Seeking average-looking male of mediocre 
intelligence, but willing to spend. Please send money with 
reply ( so I know you are for real). Contact J 1000....C/O The 
Lantoon.
Gentleman -1 am a lovely young male. Looking for a partner 
who can fulfill my inneonost desires and fantasies. If you seek 
a “warm,” compassionate, “tender” mate. I am the man for you 
Hobbies include sadism, masochism and collecting poetry. Send 
reply to 1278, C/O The Lantoon.
Miscellaneous
• I am a young man (I think).
Looks ace unimportant - I am 
to try anything once (maybe twice). I am unsure of 
what I am reeking. so you may bring friends, pets. etc. 
If you think you dree. Contact 0000, C/O The
Gloria Vanderbilt Who rhe 
hell is this (dona Vanderbilt 
broad am w.u 5 Those shoes 
that these oddballs and mis 
fits wear are .lisgusting rr*o 
What is it rhey cal! them5 
Docksiders5 ( )h wnw, what a 
trip Thev must lx- offering a 
degree in 1x>af maintenance for 
people to even put them things 
on'
"I it me <>r what5 Ma\ he 
I'm seeing rhings. hut. have you 
seen all those little animals on 
the sweaters that people are 
wearing? Is that supposed to he 
like Sears t.arammals5 Well. 
I’ll fell you, I don’t think the 
concept works too well be 
cause I saw some hahe walking 
around with a pink sweater 
with a turtle on it and brown
panrs with a horse on the back 
pocket. J <- Pennr\ and Gloria 
Vanderbilt, hmm. Thar Gloria 
br id re ills .jets armn.l doesn r 
she5
I wish somel«>d\ would en 
lighten me as to what a preppv 
is. Is it some new venereal dis­
ease5 If thar's the case. I guess 
the 'preppv look is some car 
walking around with sores all 
over himself, right5 
"Whar happened to all mv 
classes5 They don't have basic 
h ask et weaving, or shop talk 
301. or graffiti 205, or learning 
how to think 10O. Man. they 
don’t really care ahout alter 
native people any more, do rhrv 
”1 really dig that new paper. 
Throw Up though Hey, like 
it’s groovy to see alternative
minds at plav. I mighr come 
our of m\ cave now ind then 
ro rake a look around this 
place Hut, hev, things that
count are grtring v arce. you 
know, like rowdv oddballs and 
misfits.
"I mean, those dorms sure are 
dead Man. rhev don't even
throw tables off the balconies 
anymore I couldn t even smel! 
reefer in rhe hallways fhov- 
punks l<mk So clean cut No 
body smells even Iheir clothes 
are actually clean Shit man, 
this school must be making a 
mint Tiff the washing machines
"Like man. it’s too clean 
around here. I’m gonna head
hack my natural habitat He
cool
■ ■ 1 ■ M
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Review
Musical groups 
vary styles
Th ro w -U p f ro m  p a g e  2
BAMBOO 111.1 
Stiff Writer
Watt hour Creem and Roiling 
Rock magazines. Thu is Brad 
M»lr, reporting to yen the nvzst 
ip-to dare musical now in a 
flash Herr's whar s happening 
,n rhe rock and roil scene
ReTK-mher the Mnnkee* from 
the 6 0 s1 Well, the Mankees 
ire regrouping afrer breaking up 
for 14 years
In i rerenr nevus conference, 
spokesman for the go.up .Mich 
ael V-srnifh. was icioteJ as sa;. 
in" fhermnic that ae were put 
*mg Kit in rhe 60s was nure 
trash. It lireraiiv stunk an t ha f 
no depth to it whatsoever (»ee 
a r  were - niy in it for the monev 
\s long is people kept buying 
the records or watching the 
relevisiun show, we would more 
zarbage at them.
He added. "We are playing 
music for artistic reasons this 
time No more pop tunes' We 
are switching to mean guitars 
licks and Mickey (Doienx) is 
going to get down on the synth­
esizers Besides, all of us are aJ 
most broke
Currently, the group is plan­
ning to entitle their new effort 
Flee trifled Monkre .Madness 
Good luck guys.
You had better sit down 
The heavy metal group Judas 
Priest is planning to release 
an albulm of religious oriented 
love songs. This is not a typo!
lead singer. Rob Halford 
had this to say about the sur­
prise move."The sound switch 
is long overdue. We are all 
sick head banging guitarwork 
and meaningless lyrics For 
eigth yean, it has been hurung 
our can. in fact, our guitar­
ists have traded their noisy 
electnc guitan for regular six- 
stiing acoustic ones. Our bassist 
is considering trading in his 
bass for either a violin or banjo, 
lie is not sure yet.”
I asked the group if they 
planned to continue their stage 
show of wearing studded leather 
outfits while riding a motorcycle 
on stage.
Halford replied, “That's in the 
past. We ait seriously thinking 
of wearing pink tu-tu’s, skin 
tight leotards, and fuzzy swea­
ters. The most powerful bike
I will tide on stage is a three
____1 ••speed.
They plan to entitle their 
ncur album Wonbtpptmg at the 
Alter o f Love. If they- pull 
this one off. we definitely have 
toother thing coming.
The outgoing duo Petr Town­
send and Phil Coil ins have 
qnit their respective groups
called. '0<wdung
fhe type of music they plan 
to play was desenbed Town 
send. "Welf. it's gotfig to be 
somewhat a btf/are sound Phil 
and I are planning to mix the 
styles of disco, rock, country 
ja/ / .  ind reggae into one ” f>ee 
\ hope you two aren't 
hmifing trie boundaries of your 
ambition.
Speaking of ambition, the 
members of Boston are bacK to­
gether again They promise to 
put out albums regularly and 
make their songs a little differ­
ent from each other this time.
According to leader Tom 
Scholtz, "It wiD be out in the 
next couple of years." Ah. the 
words of decisiveness.
All you disco lovers out there 
are going to be sad about this 
news. Disco star Michael Jack- 
son is going to stop making dan 
ceable hits.
According to Jackson, "Disco
sucks' The constant thump 
thump, thump I've been putt 
mg amt is grvmg me a headache 
I mean, the Jackson J stuff was 
bearable but the more 1 listen 
to my new album Thriller, the 
more I hate it The only bright 
spot on the album is Eddie Van 
HaJen s guitar licks on Beat 
It F.ddse and I have been uikmg 
a iittie bit about setting me join 
Van Haien He is going to teach 
me how to pia the guitar (At 
good. Ke been saved.” (Maybe 
Jackson will have a talk with 
Pr: nc—')
Alan Pirsons Project is going 
to be kicking oft a tour by giving 
a series of concerts in VadtS'rfi 
Square Gardens this summer
Although, it was thought to 
be impossible. Parsons is optom- 
istic about the possibility’ 
"Even though the music we 
make ts complex, and requires 
a lot of musicians and equip­
ment. I think I have figured out 
a way to do it. It will not 
be too hard to put the whole 
production studio and our orchev 
tra on the same stage, will it? If 
we are lucky, there might be 
a couple of inches for the 
synthesizers.
According to the remaining 
members of the Doors. Jim 
Mormon has returned from the 
dead in the form of an electric 
guitar. Overjoyed with this 
happening, the Doors are go­
ing to start making albums again
How is Jim going to sing? 
Their keyboardist Ray Manzarek 
had this to say, “ that’s easy, we 
will just wick a tiny microphone 
on the guitar somewhere so 
people can hear his voice. 
Hummm . . I wonder what 
kind of drugs those guys arc into 
now.
This is just a small part of 
what is going on in today's 
musical scene. I could continue 
for dayi but I do not want to 
overload your mind with major 
madness in the music industry*. 
For more musical delights, check 
out your nearest Rolling Rock 
or Creem magazine.
EVERY SATURDAY MORNING
JOIN
CAMPUS SECURITY 
AND
SUPER FRIENDSmm
one can hardly call them people. They’re more like anrmab with 
FILTHY perversion*... these annuals, forwieatmg and smoking
their hemp If God had meant os to be filthy Communists why. 
we d have been oomed red. Better dead than Red. Onward 
Christian Soldiers, and Pershing missiles Now, f tell yew. that 
Pershmgrnrssde. that’s owe hell, um, excuse me one heck of a 
good idea Why. with only six mmutes warning, the filthy. 
(Vxfess Communists, why, they won t have ume to get under­
ground  WeV fry them! Just like those little wetbacks down 
ir Ei Sainra-door.
I think President Flobber « a great man. He got rid of that dis­
gusting radio station WSEX. I mean, look at some of things they 
used to plav. People worshipping v>me guv called "Dead Bozo’ 
that’s some vzrr of, what do you call a. some sort of cult. And 
another show about Druids, and filthy orgasms over the air...dis­
gusting. I’m so happy that (»eorge Blotr wiped them all off the 
face of the earth. And not to mention that, what do you call it. 
that Jesse James College I mean, really, naming a school after an 
outlaw, and his brother Prank, was a filthy Red Communist too. 
ILantoofld Yes. but what about Throw l'p!?
IS ftitn t:) I hope President f lubber will wash out their mouths 
with v»methmg good, like Scam way BM-8. and wash that filthy 
Red Communist garbage right out of them. President Flubbers is 
a good Dutch normal person, *usr like the Cl A.
L.S. Drang
Liberal
psychologist
(Lantoon:) What » your opionion of the new underground rag. 
Throw Up!1
(Drang:) Well, the first thing ! have to say ts that these people are 
not crazy, at least not in the way that you might think. First, lets 
consider the title. Throw Up! Now, what does that suggest to
you?
(Lantoon:) Well, I think that is kind of obvious. I mean, you 
know, regurgitation.
(Drang:) Very good. Now I think that we can agree that this ts a 
very oral image, right?
(Lantoon:) Uh, yeah.
(Drang:) Now. I understand that these patients, uh, I mean, 
clients, at Throw Up! are also upset because someone took away 
their revolutionary experiment. WSEX. right Now. here again, 
we have a very numinous psychic image- The Flubbers admini­
stration has been identified with a castrating-mother image. The 
title. Throw Up. n a symbol of letting go of repressed agression, 
as in the Celtic myth of the Daghda where he vomits in the hall 
of the Fhoi Myore just before the first battle of Moytura 
T here is an element of repressed aggression also associated with 
Vice President for Illicit Affairs VanSteeltoe. Here, though. 1 
think we are dealing with the repressed animus-figure, since he is 
referred to as a Fascist, bloodsucker, and so on.
TO VOLUNTEER CALL895-000000
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S»p
Offsides w ith  the Legos
Bland Valley 
recruits valley girl
Bland Volley women's haiketboll coach M i Barker 
cently released the name of a prosperous recnot. volley gnl 
Sumbine Sop Tbe Lantoon -0 1  able to get o personal inter­
view wttb Sunshine to discuss her future xsitb Bland Valley
Rrrrmg. rming. rrm nj
Sap Hello7
lantoon: Mi My name is Scoo Sob. Sports Idiot of Bland 
Valley’» newspaper. The Lantoon 1 was won­
dering if I coaid talk to you foe a moment 
about your decision to play for Bland Valley 
Sap Ob fer suurrre Like a bat do you want to
knots7
Lantoon Well err. let's s u n  with whv you chase our 
school.
Sap: Well, like, my parents vantea me to go to ibis
skanky community college by my bouse and I 
said like omtgod. like bans grody You know, 
like. / teamed rp go som-’tsbere really btteben 
but my parents said like no a  ay They're so 
spat So like anyway. a  ben coach Barker o f­
fered a scholarship it was like avesome to tbe 
max
.Ah. well. ah. I see Bitchen. that’s good, right? 
Omtgod, fer suuurrrt.
Okay. I think ! got the picture Now 1 under- 
sund you average 20 points your senior year, 
is that correct3
Omtgod. I aas like totally aaesome. ya know 1 
scored like 26 pomts in one game I was just 
twttchtn bttchen And like tbis ore bcastie 
chick on the other team was like really edged 
I'm suuurre Like, finally I just said bey. bag 
your face' She was such a geek 
Lantoon: Ah. okay. ah. you didn’t get thrown out of the 
game for that did you?
Sap: Omtgod. be for real
Lantoon Well, err, let’s move on So, tell me Sunshine.
coach Barker is known for her demanding 
coaching tactics. She schedules grueling prac­
tices. and long work-outs. Do vtxi think that 
w.!! be a problem for you3
Sap: Like, does she really7 Oh. bow grody Like. I
won't get sweaty a lot will / 7 
Lantoon. Well. ah. there's always that possibility.
Sap: Omtgod. gag me with a spoon
lantoon: I hope it's nothing serious Obviously, you must
have had to work hard to have had such a fine 
senior year.
Sap: Well. like, actually since l ‘m 6 foot-5. I just
stood there and sometimes it got like, way 
hairy because other teams would like, hang on 
me to get tbe ball But I was just to tJly  too 
tall for them to reach
Lantoon: I see Has that been a problem for you-your 
heigth?
Sap; Ob. fer suuurrre *Like tbe other day, I wanted
to go and do a few try-ons at tubular awesome 
Bloommgdales. but like, my mom told me / had 
to clean tbe top o f tbe refrigerator because sbe 
couldn't reach it. And it was tooo grody. like 
dust was all over the place and it got in my fin ­
ger nails and up my nose and I started to sneeze 
and it was like totally
Lantoon: Excuse me. Sunshine, but this phone call is 
kind of long distance.
Sap: Ob. like no biggie
Lantoon: One final question. 1 understand that your team 
was known for wearing somewhat outrageous 
uniforms that you designed. Is that true?
Sap: Ob. fer suuurrrc We bad like these awesome
uniforms that I thought o f  and all o f tbe other 
teams were like way jealous. They were like 
pink and bad these tubular gold sequms and 
some o f tbe other girls wanted me to design 
uniforms for tbeir team and I said like no way. 
who do l  look like Gloria wbatsbemame7 So 
like any way. Vve got this totally awesome . . 
Lantoon: Well, thank-you very much Sunshine, but I'm 
afraid we’re out of time. I must say. this has 
been an uh. interesting interview. Best wishes 
to you at our own Bland Valley.
. t r r / : r r r . . f r e e r  - / f t  fee*
♦14.5 mil down the drain
Fieldhouse is sinking!
SCOO SOB 
Sports Idiot
After the collapse of the 
fieldh'mse dome in 1977-78. 
Bland Valleys problems con 
tinue. Thr new  $14 $ million dol 
lar fieldhouse » sinking.
it was discovered ia»e lues 
day night bv visiting geologists 
that the fieldhouse had been 
built on a fault
The geologists estimate that 
by December of this sear, the 
fieldhouse will be swallowed up 
like a a fat man at a pizza eating 
contest and will probably be 
under new ownership of Pe­
king University.
"And I thought going all the 
way mto Mudsonville was along 
way to practice." said basket 
ball coach Tom Killcmurc ‘‘I 
don’t know if the athletic dc 
partment will go for daily trips 
to China.”
" It’s just aweful." sobbed 
Building Manager Spike Creola- 
"lost week I had said that we 
were lucky there hadn’t been 
any problems I knew I should 
have kept my big mouth shut
“ I I I I'm jus: a jinx where- 
ever I go. it seems. ” Crcola cned 
hysterically “ I just don't know 
what went wrong everything 
was going so wrll golly gee."
Bland Valley Athletic Ihr 
cctor. l>r Porge Ronald.Mac- 
Donald, was equally saddened 
' Damn. damn, damn.” muttered 
R'*naldMa< Donald “Twenty
scars of work down the shoot 
And wy scheduled a concert for 
December too Ijwrcnce Welk 
and his dancing tno now that’s 
entertainment”
Football Coach Mob (>rcas\ 
took the news a bit easier “Well, 
you win a few and you lose a 
few." he said.
Rumor has it that former 
coaches Him l^arkcma and Pill 
Pcagen had got wind of the dis­
covered fault months ago pack 
cd up and left town
Remarked volleyball coach 
Joan Bland (no relation to Bland 
Valley), ‘’Well, recruiting hasn’t 
been going *> good this scar so I 
guess it’s all for the better .” 
Commented Assistant Ath 
letic Director Din the Man Kar
pet, "I could see it coming, he 
said ‘‘On Wednesday. Pofge 
(Ronald MacDonald) had named 
me Bland Valles s new athletic 
director for no reason I knew 
there was a catch
Currently, measures are firing 
taken to possible sasY the field 
house A $V 5 billion dollar bill 
was introduced in Michigan’s 
State legislature late Tuesday 
night when thr fault was dis­
covered. It was reported that 
senate meml>ers were seen rol­
ling .»n thr ground laughing in 
hysterics
Until new facilities arc lo­
cated. fridas nights indoor track 
meet will l»c held in the com
mons.
" I he pole vault event mas be 
a problem.’ said coach Bill 
Swinger “We’ve figured out that 
80 times around the inside of 
the commons should make a 
mile And we’ll use (.aga’s mash­
ed poatao bin for our long jump 
And heck, if we can coax the 
other team into eating some of 
Caga’s food we re sure to win 
by default.”
lantoon/shabamt shift
Voting geologists discovered late Tuesday night that Bland Valley's $14.6 million dollar fieldhouse is 
apparently sinking. The geologists found that the fieldhouse had been built on a fault.
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Tracksters lose in duel meet
aga i nst them selves
score* of 36". 24". 36". "Jeff Smxllhead broke » fieWh.<u*r
record, lifting him*elf a height
•3F.Vl.IN RIFF ITH 
Sport* Wierdo
In preparation for the upcom­
ing spnng season, the Lego 
Indoor Track team hutted them 
selves last weekend in a dual 
meet held at the fieldhousc 
and lost.
When asked how a team 
could lose to themselves 
Coach Bill Swinger replied. 
"We ran well."
The I .egos dominated almost 
every event taking a first in 11 
of the 16 Jeff Candlewick 
captured a first in the high 
jump, 400M. and 1000.M with
ran well" mentioned Swinger.
The dark spot of the day 
occurred when llurus Heels 
again fell victim to an injury, 
this time in the 50M spnnts 
Luckily for him and the Legos, 
though, it was not too serious, 
"A tnple amputation ususally 
isn't considered a critical 
operation,” Heels explained, 
"but I tell you this much, I ’m 
sure not going to try to jump 
two hurdles at once again."
Coach Swinger added. 
"Hurtis ran well "
The tracksters again domina­
ted the pole vault and Jeff
of ten feet even. "I know the 
height wasn’t very' impressive, 
bragged Smallhead, but when 
you consider that I didn t 
use a pole, well, hey it does 
add some frosting to the cake, 
you know."
"Jeff ran well." praised 
Coach Swinger.
The tracksters next opponent 
will be the ladies track train in 
a meet to be hdd, in Small- 
head's apartment Swinger is 
optimistic. "Well run real 
well."
lantoon/bob stupid
No Jeff. OVER the barl
lantoon/rartdy »u*tm-cerdona-*uftin-cardona-rei>dy
May I have this dance?
The Fraternity Associations Gay Society (FAGS) recently held 
their first annual masquerade party. Two young fellows dressed 
as wrestlen have e go at the fox trot.
SAVE THE 
FIELDHOUSE
10 MILE RUN FOR FUN
(80 laps)
WHERE: FIELDHOUSE
ARENA ROOF
WHEN: FRIDAY
March32,1383
$500.00 ENTRY FEE FOR ALL
INDIVIDUALS PLANNING 
TO RUN
WINNER OF EACH AGE DIVISION 
GETS A  FREE 4by 4 MODEL OF 
FIELDHOUSE 
BEFORE IT WENT UNDER.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL EXT.00003
Get Loose with a Goose
Rockies
Take off w ith "Th e  Spas 
This Friday O N L Y
ollege Drunken Nighti
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Who really are these guys?
Mob Greasy may look Wka 
Band Valley's now grid coach 
but ha'i realty an ateapa con­
vict from Alcatraz (no- 000).
lanaoon phoaoa by randy auatin-car
Tha supoosatfly new woman'* 
track coach Olao Mbtanaan is 
really a Nazi spy bidding out 
at Bland VaHay until further 
orders from head quartan. 
na awaUa rai iaaa raway awe — ana aNft
The Lego's new baseball 
coach Cava Dark actually 
knows nothing about tha 
sport and is a former Bland 
Valley janitor incognito.
Thee* two assistant football coaches have never played tha game 
them salves (they're good actors). Bruce Beagle (left) doubles as 
s telephone pole and Fred Cromopiate (right) sms last seen as a 
bouncer at tha Alibi
Sports Wreck
IN D O O R
T R A C K
BLAND VALLEY 23, 
THEMSELVES 36 
At Bland VaHay
SHOT PUT
Roto Tantmani* droppad the thot 
on hit loot—did not place 
HIGH JUMP
Jatf CendlewRk 36-24-36 
LONG JUMP
Hurt it Myth mad* on# attamt. did 
not life* wtoar* tha off Rail mark ad 
hi* jump—punchad on official in tha 
note and wti thrown out of the meat 
SOM HURDLES
Rotoart Chap stick took firm aftar 
knocking down ovary hurdl*
400 METER
Jeff Candiawick 2 day*, thra# min. 
M 0 METER
John Stork—naa red tha finteh I in# 
and wa* celled on for a daily ary 
1800 M RUN
Gian Rad)ay. John Madam*, Rich 
MacChri*tan«an and Tim Heinzman 
all fighting for tha tap collided and 
knocked each other out-no finisher 
BOM HASH
Runner* tmofced tha line*, got tha 
munchie* and kft 
POLE VAULT
Jeff Smeiinaeu iuei hit pwie and WSS 
la*t wen looking for hi* (heap
Untooo/fcfhy (poh^oy
Bland Valley Legos and Western MicNgan Bucko* hold their first annual Eattar egg hunt.
(Bring heavy coat glove*, mitt an. hat 
and (howl to clear the field).
S O F TB A L L
Frida/* Qama 
Marsh 33
Hopeful Collage at Bland Valley. 
3:92 p.m. directly aftar man'* game. 
(Bring heavy coat, glove*, mitten, hat
you mined tha man'* game).
B A S E B A L L  Cam pus Rec
Friday'* Qama 
March 33
Hopale** Collage at Bland Valley.
3:82 p.m.
BASKETBALL RANKINGS
Tha Biz i» *ick of everyone tel­
ling him that their team thould be 
ranked number-one So to pi****
every on a, the Biz ranked all of tha 
intramural team* In first. For the 
woman, tha *eme go**. NOW GET 
OFF MY BACKI 
MEN'S
1. Cream Team 
1. Fluid*
1. Capoff Alphalpha P*i 
1. Jarry’t Brat*
1. Alphalpha Phi Alphalpha 
1. Scapegoat!
1. Short Dot*
1. Junkie'*
1. Batamant Floor Copenhagen 
1. Negro Brat*
WOMEN
1. Soon Shooter*
1. Chi-Chi Omaha Oeltoid 
1. Sextesy
1. Lady Supreme minu* Diana
CAMPUS RECTUS RESULTS 
RACQUETBALL
Joe Garigolia d. Tim Urfalien, 21-11, 
21 - 12 .
Randy Jimiaon d. Rory Cerdlnalton 
(WBF)
Kyi* Madden (no relation to John! 
d. Kurt Schildberger, 21-6, 21-1 
Spika Kinick d. Cha* CeCarnorun 
21-4.21-5
Kevin Sun d. Cabbage Wig. (WBF) 
Doug Quin* d. Jim Tinarill* 21-10, 
21-10
Kyle Madden (still no relation to 
John)d. Sob BawRki, 21-4. 21-4 
Have Mender mite d Steve Hand 
(WBF)
Beth Baranekipolt d. Scoo Sob (WBF) 
M ADM AN TON
Kevin Sun d. Gary Shaman. 15-12, 
15-6
Sob Bewicki d. John Mozzzdz/zier,
15- 7. 1S-13
Mike Bottlelieb d. Kurt Schildberger 
(WBF)
John Mozzzdzz/ierzzt d. Mike Bot-
tlelieb, 154. 15-4
Dinh Che Le Dinh d. Sob Bewtcki
SQUISH
fill Berry d. Alan Mayi, 15-10, 15-12 
10 15. 15-10
Mark Chump d. Todd Corny. 15-6.
16- 10.8 15m 15 10
John Curry d. Kevin Sun, 15-17. 
15-11, 15-10, 17-16 (a clote one)
Steve Turk d. Michael Madame. 15-2. 
15-7. 15-4
SPORTS WRECK 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Any Club or organization who 
withe* to have an an nouncam an t 
printed in tt>* ‘Sport* Wreck' mutt 
tumbtt their announcement before 
the Friday of the next retua, or the 
Monday of the following i*aue. or the 
Tuesday of that tame taaua. or gtve 
up their first bom ton.
SPORTS IDIOT
Sport* Idiot wanted. No experi­
ence needed. If you're an idiot, you 
qualify. Mutt want to work long hard 
hour* with little pay (hall, you'd have 
to be an idiot to do that). For those 
idiot* interested, aibmit return* or 
prow of graduation from kindergar­
ten to the Lartoon. box IAMOUMB, 
Bland Vaiiay, Allanduli. Ml (no zip 
needed).
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T h i s  J o c - U  s  F o r  Y o u 1
KING OF FEARS
ATHLETIC SUPPORTER 
OF THE WEEK C on
Rock
CON ROCK 
has been chosen 
as Mudweiscls' 
athlete of the 
week.
Last Tuesday, 
Con actually 
washed his gym 
s Herts *nd 
teammates and 
opponents 
so relieved, they 
felt he 
the honor.
A L WOODSTOCK 
Sports Wierdo
Yes, the Bland Valley 
Women's Basketball team has 
taken to the hardwoods again. 
It’s hard to believe this is the 
tame club that found only 
mediocrity throughout the 
course cf the past GLIAC (Great 
Losers in Athletic Contest) 
season.
Bur the last two perfor­
mances by the Legos have been 
nothing short of sensational.
Mi Barker, coach of the "re­
formed" Bland Valley squad, 
attributes the changeover to no 
certain factor “We've just 
been playing unreal lately. It's 
plain to sec that these NBA 
clubs simply cannot stay with 
us on the court,” Barker said
In a unique situation, Bland 
Valley has appeared on the 
schedules of several National 
Boobie Basketball Allies (NBA) 
clubs. The situation is a result 
of several meetings between 
various NBA owners and Bland 
Valley Athletic Director Porge 
Ronald MacDonald, in January.
If all this surprises you, think 
about attending the Legos' next 
match-up with George “The 
Iceman” Gerber and the San 
Antonio ,»puds, on April 1 
in the Bland Valley Fieldhouse. 
The contest begins at 8 62 p.m.
When asked about playing 
against a Division II women’s 
college team, Gerber displayed 
none of the confidence which is 
so characteristic of his on-court j
style. 'We know they can play 
ball, and they’ve been doing 
very well lately," said (ierber.
. - - <K. ... *
Will Goose Austria end Baidas Neal be the women's next victim?
‘Well just have to try and hold 
Bland Valley to below 100 
points. They're real tough 
on the boards and they’ve got 
a good running game.”
The Legos nipped the Septic* 
in a tight game last Wednesday, 
108-106 at the Boston Garden. 
Bland Valley's Martha Schlitz 
and Lou-lou Turkey hdd Bos­
ton’s All-Star forward Larry 
Pigeon to just 14 points and 6 1 
rebounds. With six seconds 
left in the first half, Schlitz 
went high in the air to pin a
Pigeon shot against the back- 
board.
The Bland Valley club got 22 
points apiece from senior Dub 
Must and Chris Molter. Ah 
Allentown hit for 19 points, 
including s crowd-pleasing slam 
dunk eariy in the second half.
Nancy Feddish (5-4) blocked 
a short jumper by Septic Robert 
Famished with 3 seconds left in
the contest, sealing the Lego
Saturday. Barker’s squad 
surprised a large Pontiac Silver- 
doon crowd by beating the 
Detroit Pistols, 115-102.
“Thomtom (Isaiah) and 
Tripuke (Kelly) were tough, 
there’s no doubt about that,” 
said Lego Coach Barker. 
(Thom tom scored 28 points
Ari Allentown plays belly- 
button offense against NBA 
teems.
and Tripuke 31) “ But when 
you shoot like we did (95% 
for the game), we’re hard to 
beat. We’re playing much 
better than we did during 
the regular season.”
Sophomore guard Kim 
Cist hit for a personal season 
high of 53 points, 50 coming 
in the first half.
os take on N BA powers
